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mathworks online matlab and simulink
courseware matlab and simulink
courseware anytime, anywhere

accesswith the osu matlab site license,
you can install & access matlab on your

own machine without needing to be
connected to the network. in addition,
you can use matlab online from a web-

browser, or use your phone or tablet on-
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the-go with matlab mobile. sync up
between devices using matlab drive.
gpu computing with matlab mixed

numerical methods for engineers and
scientists. this is a comprehensive
collection of matlab functions for

solving ordinary and partial differential
equations. these functions can be used
to model dynamic systems, as well as

many other applications in engineering
and science. matlab functions for

ordinary differential equations (ode),
partial differential equations (pde) and

ordinary boundary value problems (bvp)
are available in this collection. vector
and matrix operations, linear algebra,

numerical analysis, and pdes are
supported. a wide variety of solvers are
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also available including the popular and
robust built-in ode integrator ode23t, as

well as nag, matlab ode solvers, and
matlab runge-kutta solvers. the

equations of state and other nonlinear
functions for various materials are also

available in this collection.
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the license manager client also
communicates with the license server.

the client communicates with the server
to determine the license type and to

request or check the validity of a
license. if a license is not set, the client

requests to set a license. license
manager client errors are displayed in

the license manager window. the
license manager window is normally
hidden, but can be shown by clicking

the small dialog-box icon in the upper-
right corner of the window. click the
request license activation button to

request a license activation. a license
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activation request is a request to the
license server to activate a license for a
license manager. if the license server is
able to activate a license, it issues an

activation code to the license manager.
this section describes how to request a
license activation. the product family

consists of two main components:
matlab and simulink. matlab is a

general purpose tool that provides a
comprehensive set of computational

functions and environments for
technical computing. it includes a set of
high-level programming constructs that

can be combined with c and c++ to
create efficient and flexible

applications. simulink is a graphical
environment for block diagram
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modeling and simulation of dynamic
systems. through a combination of

graphical editors, toolboxes, libraries
and project wizards, simulink offers a

fast, efficient and easy-to-use
environment for creating models of real-

world systems. (for more information,
see the matlab release notes.) the

matlab products have been developed
to meet the needs of technical and
scientific users. these users include

academics and researchers,
engineering students and professionals,
as well as companies developing a wide

range of products. 5ec8ef588b
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